The success of the von Neumann model of
sequential computation
is attributable
to the
fact that it is an efficient bridge between software and hardware: high-level languages
can be efficiently
compiled on to this model; yet it can be efficiently
implemented
in
hardware. The author argues that an analogous bridge between software and hardware
is required for parallel computation
if that is to become as widely used. This article
introduces the bulk-synchronous
parallel (BSP) model as a candidate for this role, and
gives results quantifying
its efficiency both in implementing
high-level language
features and algorithms, as well as in being implemented
in hardware.
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n a conventional
sequential
computer, processing is channelled through one physical
location. In a pa.rallel machine,
processing can occur simultaneously at many locations and
consequently many more computational operations per second should
be achievable. Due to the rapidly
decreasing cost of processing, memory, and communication,
it has appeared inevitable for at least two
decades that parallel machines will
eventually displace sequential ones in
computationally
intensive domains.
This, however, has not yet happened.
In order to have a chance of rectifying this situation it is necessary to
identify what is missing in our understanding of parallel co:mputation that
is present in the sequential case,
making possible a huge and diverse
industry.
We take the view that the enabling
ingredient in sequential computation
is a central unifying model, namely
the von Neumann computer. Even
with rapidly changing technology
and architectural
ideas, hardware
designers can still share the common
goal of realizing efficient von Neumann machines, without having to
be too concerned abont the software
that is going to be executed. Similarly, the software industry in all its
diversity can aim to write programs
that can be executed efficiently on
this model, without explicit consideration of the hardware. Thus, the von
Neumann model is the connecting
bridge that enables programs from
the diverse and chaotic world of software to run efficientby on machines
from the diverse and chaotic world of
hardware.
Our claim is that wha.t is required
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before general purpose parallel computation can succeed is the adoption
bridging
of an analogous unifying
model for parallel computation.
A
major purpose of such a model is
simply to act as a standard on which
people can agree. In order to succeed
in this role, however, the model has
to satisfy some stringent quantitative
requirements, exactly as does the von
Neumann model. Despite the clear
benefits that might flow from the
adoption of a bridging model, relatively little effort appears to have
been invested in discovering one.
Some very relevant issues but in a
slightly different context are discussed by Snyder in [23].
In this article we introduce the
bulk-synchronou.r parallel (BSP) model
and provide evidence that it is a
viable candidate for the role of bridging model. It is intended neither as a
hardware nor programming
model,
but something in between. In justifying the BSP for this role, our main
argument
is that when mapping
high-level programs to actual machines in a great variety of contexts,
little efficiency is lost if we utilize this
single model. The adoption of such
a standard can be expected to insulate software and hardware development from one another and make
possible both general purpose machines and transportable
software.
The quantitative
arguments for
the model are mainly &%iznt universality results. In three sections, efficient
implementations
on the model of
high-level
language features and
algorithms
are discussed. In two
others, implementations of the model
in hardware are described. In all
cases, we aim to achieve optimal simulations, meaning the time taken is
optimal to within constant multiplicative factors which are independent
of the number of processors and usually small. We wish to avoid logarithmic losses in efficiency. Although we
express the results asymptotically, we
regard the model as neutral about the
number of processors, be it two or
one million. This is justified whenever the constants are indeed small.
Since the difficulties of programming present severe potential
ob-

stacles to parallel computing,
it is
important to give the programmer
the option to avoid the onerous burdens of managing memory, assigning communication
and performing
low-level synchronization.
A major
feature of the BSP model is that it
provides this option with optimal
efficiency (i.e., within constant factors) provided
the programmer
writes programs with sufficient parallel slackness. This means programs are
written for v virtual parallel processors to run on p physical processors where v is rather larger than
p (e.g., v=p log p). The slack is exploited by the compiler to schedule
and pipeline computation and communication efficiently. The high-level
languages that could be compiled in
this mode could allow a virtual
shared address space. The program
would have to be so expressed that v
parallel instruction streams could be
compiled from it. While a PRAM
language [6, 111would be ideal, other
styles also may be appropriate.
We note that in a general-purpose
setting some slack may be unavoidable if parallel programs are to be
compiled efficiently. Certainly, the
prospects for compiling sequential
code into parallel code, which is the
extreme opposite case of v=l, look
bleak. The intermediate case ofp = v
looks unpromising also ifwe are aiming for optimality. Hence the discipline implied, that of using fewer
processors than the degree of parallelism available in the program, appears to be an acceptable general
approach to computation-intensive
problems. The importance of slack
has been emphasized
earlier in
[12, 271.
It is worth pointing out that while
these automatic memory and communication management techniques
are available, the model does not
make their use obligatory. For the
purpose of reducing the amount of
slack required, improving constant
factors in runtime,
or avoiding
hashing (as used by the automatic
memory management scheme), the
programmer
may choose to keep
control of these tasks. We shall give
some illustrative
examples of bulk-

synchronous algorithms that are appropriate for this model.
It is striking
that despite the
breadth of relevant research in recent
years, no substantial impediments to
general-purpose
parallel computation as we interpret it here have been
uncovered. This contrasts with noncomputability
and NP-completeness
results that explain the intractability
of numerous other computational
endeavors that had been pursued.
Many of the results that have been
obtained, and to which we shall refer
here in justification
of the BSP
model, are efficient universality
results in the style of Turing’s theorem about universal machines [24].
Hence, the BSP model can be viewed
as a pragmatic embodiment of these
positive results much as the von
Neumann model is a pragmatic embodiment of Turing’s theorem.
The BSP Model
The BSP model of parallel computation or a bulk-synchronous
parallel
computer (BSPC) is defined as the
combination of three attributes:
1. A number of components,each performing processing and/or memory functions;
2. A router that delivers messages
point to point between pairs of
components; and
3. Facilities for synchronizing
all or
a subset of the components at
regular intervals of L time units
where L is the periodicity parameter. A computation
consists of a
sequence of supersteps. In each
superstep, each component is allocated a task consisting of some
combination of local computation
steps, message transmissions and
(implicitly) message arrivals from
other components. After each period of L time units, a global check
is made to determine whether the
superstep has been completed by
all the components. If it has, the
machine proceeds to the next
superstep. Otherwise,
the next
period of L units is allocated to the
unfinished superstep.
The definition is chosen to embody the simplest capabilities that
suffice for our purposes. In separat-
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ing the components from the router,
we emphasize that the tasks of computation and communication
can be
separated. The function of the router
is to deliver messages point to point.
It is specifically intended for implementing storage accesses between
distinct components. It assumes no
combining,
duplicating
or broadcasting facilities. Similarly, the synchronization
mechanism described
captures in a simple way the idea of
global synchronization
at a controllable level of coarseness. Realizing this in hardware provides an
efficient way of implementing tightly
synchronized
parallel algorithms,
among others, without overburdening the programmer.
We note that
there exist alternative synchronization mechanisms that could have
been substituted which achieve the
same purpose. For example, the
system could continuously
check
whether the current superstep is
completed, and allow it to proceed to
the next superstep as soon as completion is detected. Provided a minimum amount of L time units for this
check is charged, the results of the
run-time analysis will not change by
more than small constant factors.
he synchronization
mechanism can be switched off
for any subset of the components; sequential processes
that are independent of the
results of processes at other
components should not be slowed
down unnecessarily, When synchronization is switched off at a processor
it can proceed without having to wait
for the completion of processes in the
router or in other components. Also,
operations local to the processor will
not automatically
slow down computations elsewhere. On the other
hand, even when this mechanism is
switched off, a processor can still
send and receive messages and use
this alternative method for synchronization. If performance guarantees

T

are expected of this alternative synchronization
mechanism, assumptions have to be made about the
router; for example, it might be assumed that each message is delivered
within a certain expected amount of
time of being sent. In justifying the
BSP model, we use the barrier-style
synchronization
mechanism alone
and make no assumptions about the
relative delivery times of the messages within a superstep. In the simulations, local operations are carried
out only on data locally available before the start of the current superstep.
The value of the periodicity L may
be controlled by the program, even at
runtime. The choice of its value is
constrained in opposite directions by
hardware and software considerations. Clearly, the hardware sets
lower bounds on how small L can be.
The software, on the other hand, sets
upper bounds on L since the larger it
is, the larger the granularity of parallelism that has to be exhibited by the
program. This is because, to achieve
optimal processor utilization, in each
superstep each processor has to be
assigned a task of approximately
L
steps that can proceed without waiting for results from other processors.
We note that along with the tension
between these two factors, there is
also the phenomenon that a small L,
while algorithmically
beneficial in
general, may not yield any further
advantages below a certain value.
In analyzing the performance of a
BSP computer, we assume that in
one time unit an operation can be
computed by a processing component on data available in memory
local to it. The basic task of the router
is to realize arbitrary h-relation, or, in
other words, supersteps in which
each component sends and is sent at
most h messages. We have in mind a
charge ofjh + s time units for realizing such an h-relation. Here ,z detines the basic throughput
of the
router when in continuous use and s
the latency or startup cost. Since our
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interest pertains only to optimal
simulations, we will always assume
that h is large enough that gh is at
least of comparable magnitude to s.
If j/z > s, for example, and we let
g = 22, then we can simply charge
gh time units for an h-relation and
this will be an overest:imate (by a factor of at most two). In this article we
shall, therefore, define g to be such
that h-relations can be realized in
time g/z for h larger than some h,.
This g can be regarded as the ratio of
the number of local computational
operations performed per second by
all the processors, to the total number
of data words delivere,d per second by
the router. Note that if /, 1 g& then
every h-relation for rb <*h, will be
charged as an h,-rela.tion.
Even in. a futed .technology we
think of the parameter g as being
controllable,
within limits, in the
router design. It can be kept low by
using more pipelining or by having
wider communication
channels.
Keeping g low or fixed as the machine size p increa.ses incurs, of
course, extra costs. In particular, as
the machine scales up, the hardware
investment for communication needs
to grow faster than that for computation. Our thesis is that if these costs
are paid, machines of a new level of
efficiency and programmability
can
be attained.
e note that the von
Neumann
model
as
generally
understood
leaves many design
choices open. Implementations incorporating some additions, such as memory
hierarchies,
do not necessarily
become inconsistent .with the model.
In a similar spirit we have left many
options in the BSP computer open.
We allow for both single and multiple instruction streams. While it will
be convenient
in this article to
assume that each component consists
of a sequential von Neumann processor attached to a. block of local
memory, we do not exclude other arrangements. Also, we can envisage
implementations
of the BSP model
that incorporate features for com-
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munication,
computation
or synchronization
that are clearly
additional to the ones in the detinition but still do not violate its spirit.
A formalization
of perhaps the
simplest instance of the BSP model is
described in [29] where it is called an
XPRAM.
A fuller account of the
simulation results as well as of their
proofs can be found there.
Automatic
Memory
Management
on the BSPC
High-level languages enable the programmer to refer to a memory location used in a program by a symbolic
address rather than by the physical
address at which it is stored. For
sequential machines, conventional
compiler techniques are sufficient to
generate efficient machine code from
the high-level description.
In the
parallel case, where many accesses
are made simultaneously
and the
memory is distributed
over many
components,
new problems arise.
In particular, there is the primary
problem of allocating storage in such
a way that the computation will not
be slowed down by memory accesses
being made unevenly and overloading individual units.
The most promising
method
known for distributing
memory accesses about equally in arbitrary programs is hashing. The motivating
idea is that if the memory words are
distributed among the memory units
randomly, independently of the program, then the accesses to the various
units should be about equally frequent. Since, however, the mapping
from the symbolic addresses to the
physical addresses has to be efficiently computable, the description
of the mapping has to be small. This
necessitates that a pseudo-random
mapping or hash function be used instead of a true random mapping.
Hash functions for this parallel context have been proposed and analyzed by Mehlhorn and Vishkin [17]
(see also [5, lo]). These authors have
suggested an elegant class of functions with some provably desirable
properties: the class of polynomials of
degree qlogp) in arithmetic modulo

m, where p is the number of processors and m the total number of
words in the memory space.
In this section it is observed that
for hashing to succeed in parallel
algorithms running at optimal efficiency some parallel slack is necessary, and a moderate amount is
sufficient if g can be regarded as
a constant.
To see necessity we note that ifonly
p accesses are made in a superstep to
p components at random, there is a
high probability that one component
will get about logp/log logp accesses,
and some will get none. Hence, the
machine will have to devote R(log
p/log logp) time units to this rather
than just a constant, which would be
necessary for optimal throughput.
Logarithms to the base two are used
here, as throughout this article.
The positive side is that if slightly
more, namely p log A random accesses are made in a superstep, there
is a high probability that each component will get not more than about
3 logp which is only three times the
expected number. Hence, these accesses could be implemented by the
router in the optimal bound of O(log
p). More generally, ifpf(p) accesses
are made randomly for any function
f(p) growing faster than log p, the
worst-case access will exceed the
average rate by even smaller factors.
This phenomenon
can be exploited as follows. Suppose that each
of the p components of the BSP computer consists of a memory and a
processor. We make it simulate a
parallel program with v L p log p
virtual processors by allocating v/p 1
log p of them to each physical processor. In a superstep, the BSP
machine simulates one step of each
virtual
processor.
Then the v
memory requests will be spread
evenly, about v/p per processor, and
hence the machine will be able to execute this superstep in optimal O(v/p)
time with high probability.
This
analysis assumes, of course, that the
v requests are to distinct memory
locations. The more general case of
concurrent
accesses will be considered in the next section. To keep
the constants low the machine has to
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be efficient both in hashing and in
context switching.
The conclusion is that if hashing is
to be exploited efficiently, the periodicity L may as well be at least logarithmic,
and if it is logarithmic,
optimality can be achieved. Furthermore, for the latter, known hash
functions suffice (see [29]). In making this claim we are charging constant time for the overheads of
evaluating the hash function even at
runtime. In justifying this, we can
take the view that evaluating the hash
function can be done very locally and
hence quickly. (The O(log log p)
parallel steps needed to evaluate the
log p degree polynomials may then
be regarded as being a constant.) Alternatively, we can hypothesize that
hash functions that are easier to compute exist. For example,
some
positive analytic results are reported
for constant degree polynomials in [l]
and [22]. Indeed, currently there is
no evidence to suggest that linear
polynomials do not suffice. Besides
ease of computation these have the
additional advantage of mapping the
memory space one-to-one. Finally,
we note that the frequency of evaluating the addresses most often used
can be reduced in practice by storing
these addresses in tables.
Concurrent
ACCeSSeS

Memory
on

the

BSPC

In the previous section we considered
memory allocation in cases in which
simultaneous accesses to the same
memory location are not allowed. In
practice it is often convenient in
parallel programs to allow several
processors to read from a location or
to write to a location (if there is some
convention for resolving inconsistencies), and to allow broadcasting of
information
from one to all other
processors. A formal shared memory
model allowing arbitrary patterns of
simultaneous accesses is the concurrent read concurrent write (CRCW)
PRAM (see [ll]).
One approach to implementing
concurrent memory accesses is by
combining networks, networks that
can combine and replicate messages
in addition to delivering them point-
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to-point [8, 201. In the BSP model,
it is necessary to perform and charge
for all the replicating and combining
as processing operations at the components. It turns out, however, that
even the most general model, the
CRCW PRAM, can be simulated
optimally on the BSP model given
sufficient slack if g is regarded as a
constant. In particular, it is shown in
[28] that if v = p”’ for any E > 0, a
v processor CRCW PRAM can be
simulated on ap-processor BSP machine with L 2 logp in time O(u/p)
(where the constant multiplier grows
as E diminishes). The simulation uses
a method for sorting integers in parallel due to Rajasekaran and Reif [19]
and employed in a similar context to
ours by Kruskal et al. [12]. Sorting is
one of the basic techniques known for
simulating concurrent accesses [4].
Since general sorting has non-linear
complexity
we need to limit the
domain, in this case to integers, to
have some chance of an optimal
simulation.
The general simulation discussed
above introduces constants that are
better avoided where possible. Fortunately, in many frequently occurring
situations much simpler solutions exist. For example, suppose that we are
simulating v virtual processors on a
p-processor BSP computer and know
that at any instant at most h accesses
are made to any one location. Then
if u = Q(hplogp), concurrent accesses
can be simulated optimally by simply
replicating any data items that are to
be sent to r locations r times at the
source processor (and charging for
their transmission as for r messages).
Similarly, if any combining occurs, it
does so at the target processor.
To show this works, we suppose
that among the destination addresses
of the v accesses made simultaneously there are t distinct ones, and the
numbers going to them are I,, . .. . It
respectively, all at most h. Suppose

these are scattered randomly and independently amongp memory units.
Then the probability that a fuced unit
receives more than x accesses is the
probability that the sum oft independent random variables q (1 I j I t),
each taking value 4 with probability
/I-’ and value 0 otherwise, has value
more than x. But a corollary of a
result of Hoeffding [9] (see [15]) is
that if & are independent random
variables 0 I tj I 1 with expectation
Cj Cj = 1, . . . . t) and p is the mean
of {cj} then for a < min@, 1 - /+).
+ a)t ) I em”“‘?
If we set [i = vi/h SO that /.L =
Cb/@ht) = vl($ht), and let LY = p,
then the probability of 2pt being exceeded is at most e-0f/3 = e-“13ph I
p’ if v 1 3yhplog,p. Hence, the
probability
that among the p processors at least one receives more
than twice the expected number of
accesses is at mostp times this quantity, or p”. Hence y > 1 suffices to
ensure optimality to within constant
factors.
We also observe that several other
global operations, such as broadcasting or the parallel prefm, that one
might wish to have, are best implemented directly in hardware rather
than through general simulations.
The simulation result does imply,
however, that for programs with sufficient slack these extra features provide only constant factor improvements asymptotically.
BSP Algorlthms
wlthout
Washing

Although the potential for automating memory and communication
management via hashing is a major
advantage of the model, the programmer may wish to retain control
of these functions in order to improve
performance or reduce the amount of
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slack required in programming.
It
appears that for many computational
problems, simple and natural assignments of memory and communication
suffice for optimal
implementations
on the BSP model.
Fox and Walker (see [30]) have suggested a portable programming
environment based on a very similar
observation. A syste:matic study of
such bulk-synchronous algorithm remains to be done. We can, however,
give some examples. We note that
several other models of computation
have been suggested--mostly
on
shared memory modxels-that
allow
for the extra costs of communication
explicitly
in some way. Several
algorithms developed for these work
equally well on the 13SPC. Among
such related models are the phase
PRAM of Gibbons [7], which incorporates barrier synchronization
in a
similar way to ours, but uses a shared
memory. Others include the delay
model of Papadimitriou
and Yannakakis [18], and the LPRAM of Aggarwal et al. [l].
The algorithms described below
are all tightly synchronized
in the
sense that the runtime of their constituent subtasks can be predicted
before runtime. There is also a context for paralIelism where many tasks
are to be executed with varying time
requirements that cannot be determined in advance. In the most extreme case, one has a number of
subtasks whose runtime cannot be
predicted
at all. In this general
dynamic load-balancing
situation
there also exist phenomena that are
compatible with barrier synchronization. In particular Karp has given
a load-balancing
algorithm that is
optimal for any L for the model of
Gibbons (see [7]).
The advantages of implementing
algorithms directly on the BSP model
(rather than compiling them automatically), increase as the bandwidth
parameter g increases. Hence, it is
appropriate to consider ,g explicitly in
analyzing the performance of these
algorithms.
An algorithm
in this
model will be broken down into
supersteps where the words read in
each superstep are all last modified in

a previous superstep. In a superstep
of periodicity L, L local operations
and a LL/g] -relation message pattern can be realized. The parameters
of the machine are therefore L, g and
p the number of processors. Each
algorithm also has as a parameter n,
the size of the problem instance. The
complexity of an algorithm can be
expressed in several ways in terms of
these parameters. We will describe
parallel algorithms in which the timeprocessor product exceeds the number of computational
operations by
only a fixed multiplicative
constant,
independent of L, p, p and n, provided that L and g are below certain
critical values. In such “optimal” algorithms there may still be several directions of possible improvements,
namely in the multiplicative constant
as well as in the critical values of g
and L.
s a simple example of a
tightly
synchronized
algorithm
well suited for
direct implementation,
consider multiplying
two n x n
matrices A and B using the
standard algorithm on p I nZ processors. Suppose we assign to each
processor the subproblem of computing an nl4$ x n/G submatrix of
the product. Then each processor has
to receive data describing nl4 rows
ofA and n/G columns of B. Hence,
each processor has to perform 2n3/p
additions and multiplications
and
receive 2n’lG
I 2n3/p messages.
Clearly, if in addition each processor
makes 2n’IG
message transmissions, the runtime is affected by only
a constant factor. Fortunately,
no
more than this number of transmissions is required even if the elements
are simply replicated at source. This
is because if the matrices A and B are
initially
distributed
uniformly
among the p processors, 2n’lp elements in each, and each processor
replicates each of its elements 4
times and sends them to the X$ processors that need these entries, the
number of transmissions per processor will indeed be this 2n’IG.
This is an instance of the point made
in the previous section, that concur-
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rent accesses, when the access multiplicity h is suitably small, may be
implemented
efficiently by simply
replicating data at the source. It is
easily seen that optimal runtime
O(n3/p is achieved provided g =
O(nl $ p) and L = O(n3/p). (An
alternative
algorithm
given in [l]
that requires fewer messages altogether can be implemented
to give
optimal runtime with g as large as
O(n/p1’3) but L slightly smaller at
O(n3/($ log n)).)
A case in which it would be ineflicient to realize multiple accesses by
replication at the source is broadcasting. Here, one processor needs to
send copies of a message to each of n
memory locations spread uniformly
among p components. Sending one
copy to each of thep components can
be accomplished in log& supersteps
by executing a logical d-ary tree. In
each superstep, each processor involved transmits d copies to distinct
components.
Time dglogdp is required for this. If n/p-l
further
copies are made at each component,
optimality (i.e., runtime O(n/p)) can
be achieved if d = O((nlfgp logp)) log
(n/(‘gp log p))) and L = O(gd). The
constraint on d clearly implies that n
= Q(gp log p). Examples of these
constraints are g = 1, in which case
n = p logp and L = O(1) are sufficient, andg = logp, in which case n
= p(logp)’ and L = O(logp) suffice.
An operation more powerful than
broadcasting is parallel prefer [ll, 131.
Givenx,, ... JC,,one needs to compute
x10 xp . .. OXi for 1 I i I n for some
associative operation o. The nowstandard recursive algorithm for this,
but with d-ary rather than binary
recursion, yields exactly the same
constraints as those obtained above
for broadcasting.
There are several important
algorithms such as the fast Fourier
transform that can be implemented
directly on the butterfly graph. As
observed in [18], an instance of such
a graph with n inputs can be divided
into (log n)llog d successive layers,
where each layer consists of (n log d)ld
independent butterfly graphs of d/log
d inputs each. This is true for any d
2 2 if the expressions are rounded to
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integers appropriately.
We can,
therefore, evaluate such a graph onp
= (a log d)/dprocessors in (log n)/log
d supersteps, in each of which each
processor computes d local operations and sends and receives d/log d
messages. Hence, optimality can be
achieved
if g = O(log d) =
O(log(n/p)), and L I d = O((n/p)

1%.WP>>.
A further problem for which bulksynchronous algorithms are of interest is sorting. Among known
algorithms that are well suited is
Leighton’s columnsort [14]. For sorting n items on p = O(f+‘“) processors
it executes eight consecutive stages.
In the odd-numbered
stages each
processor sorts a set of a& elements
sequentially. In the even-numbered
stages, the data is permuted among
the processors in a certain regular
pattern. Hence, computation
and
communication
are separated at the
coarsest scale. For optimal runtime
on the BSP model, the communication time 0(&p) must not exceed the
computation time of (fr&) log (f@)
which is required by each stage of sequential comparison sorting. Hence,

fd;)~@$~~P))
su ice.

and L = o((dP) 1%

More generally, it is clear that any
actual BSP machine would impose
an upper bound onp, the number of
processors, as well as a lower bound
on the value ofg that can be achieved.
Also, for anyg to be achieved, a lower
bound on L may be implied. One
can, therefore, imagine transportable
BSP software to be written in a way
that the code compiled depends not
only on the problem size n but also on
the parameters p, g and L.
Implementation
on Packet
Swltcklng
Networks
The communication
medium
or
router of the BSP model is defined to
be the simplest possible with the goal
that it can be implemented efficiently
in various competing technologies.
In current parallel machines, the
favored method of communication is
via networks that do some kind of
packet switching.
Therefore,
our
main argument will refer to this. In
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Theadvantages
ofimplementing
algorithms
directly
ontheBSP
model
(rather
than
compiling
them
automatically),
increase
asthe
bandwidth
parameter
g increases.
implementing
the BSP model on a
packet switching network, the main
tool available is that of pipelining
communication. The conclusion will
be that a network such as a hypercube will suffice for optimality
to
within constant factors, but only if its
communication
bandwidth
is balanced with its computational
capability Thus, to simulate the BSP
model with bandwidth factor g it is
necessary that the computational
bandwidth of a node does not exceed
the communication bandwidth of the
connection between a pair of nodes
adjacent in the network by more than
a factor of g.
Packet routing on regular networks has received considerable attention.
Consider
a hypercube
network and suppose that in g units
of time a packet can traverse one edge
of it. Thus, a single packet will
typically take g logp time to go to an
arbitrary
destination.
A paradigmatic case of parallel packet routing
is that of routing permutations. Here
each of the p processors wishes to
send a message to a distinct destination. What is required is a distributed
routing algorithm
that needs no
global knowledge of the message pattern, and ensures that all the packets
arrive fast, even when fully allowing
for contention at the edges. It turns
out that a simple two-phase randomized routing algorithm [26, 291
suffices to give runtime of about 2g
logp with overwhelming probability.
While this is optimal for permutation routing, it does not imply optimal BSP simulations immediately
since it corresponds to the case of
l-relations and would require a factor of at least logp more in communication compared with computation
time.
In order to obtain an optimal BSP
simulation, we need to use the fact
that two-phase randomized routing

can support heavier message densities. It turns out that if there are log
p packets initially at each node with
at most log p destined to any one
target, Ok logp) time still suffices for
all the p log p packets to reach their
destinations [25, 291. In other words,
logp-relations can be realized essentially as fast as l-relations. This gives
an optimal simulation of a BSP machine with L > g logp since in each
superstep we need to simulate L local
operations at each processor and
realize an L/g-relation in the router.
All this can be simulated in time O(L)
on the hypercube. We note that the
simulations give small constant factors and experiments show that small
queues suffice.
Further details of results on routing can be found in [29]. All the indications are that this problem has a
variety of practical and efftcient solutions. For example, instead of storeand-forward
message passing one
could consider
bit-streamed
or
wormhole routing which exhibit similar phenomena [2]. We also note that
if the address space is already randomized by hashing, two-phase routing can be replaced by one-phase
deterministic routing for implementing memory accesses [20].
Since the BSP model separates
computation from communication,
no particular
network topology is
favored beyond the requirement that
a high throughput be delivered. An
example related to the hypercube
that sufftces under similar conditions
is the butterfly, which would consist
of (logp) + 1 levels ofp nodes each.
One of the levels would be allocated
to processor/memory
components
and the rest to switches.
lmplementatlon
on
optlcal
crossisars
Since we envisage the BSP computer
as being realizable in a variety of
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technologies, we conclude here with
the observation that it can be implemented optimally
on a simple
model of computation :suggested by
the possibilities of optical technology.
In this model, in each time step
each ofp components. can transmit a
message by directing a beam of light
at a chosen component, If a component receives just one message it
acknowledges it and transmission is
considered successful. On the other
hand, if more than one beam is directed at a node, none of the messages is successfully received at that
node, and the absence of a valid
acknowledgment informs a sender of
the failure. Such a model has been
considered in [3, 161.
In light of the earlier discussion on
simulating shared memory by hashing using periodicity I, 2 log p, a
crucial case for this optical model is
that of a super-step in which each processor sends up to log p messages,
each receives up to about the same
number, and there is no other detectable pattern to the requested global
communication. It is observed in [29]
that a randomized
algorithm
of
Anderson and Mill.er [3] can be
adapted to perform this communication on this optical model in O(logp)
time steps, which is optimal. Therefore, if such a time step corresponds
to g time units, this model can
simulate a 62@log p) BSP computer
optimally.
Conclusion
‘e have defined the BSP
model and argued that it
is a promising candidate
as bridging
model for
general-Ipurpose parallel
computation.
As supporting evidence, we: have described
how a variety of efficiency phenomena can be exploited by this one
model. No single factor is, or can be,
decisive in confirming the adequacy
of a bridging model. It is the diversity of the considerations in support
of the model and the apparent
absence of contrary indications that
are here most compelling.
The consideratio:ns we have analyzed are all concerned with pro-

viding guaranteed performance at
near-optimal
processor utilization.
Since the primary object of parallel
computing is to obtain high throughput, we consider such quantitative
criteria to be critical. In the spectrum
of imaginable computations we have
addressed the end that is most communication intensive, since this case
cannot be evaded in a general-purpose setting. We have been careful,
however, to ensure that less-constrained computations, where independent processes can proceed with
infrequent communication,
are not
penalized.
The model is intended to be below
the language level and we hope that
it is compatible
with a variety of
language styles. Several of our arguments, however, favor programs from
which the compiler can efficiently
abstract the necessary number of
parallel streams of computation.
Highly synchronized languages written in the PRAM style are clearly
compatible. The model is consistent,
however, with a number of other situations also. For example, in transaction processing where the length of
transactions is statistically predictable a random allocation of processors would suffice.
The arguments given in this article in support of the BSP model are
of three kinds. First it is argued that
if the computational
and communication bandwidth are suitably balanced (i.e., g is a small constant such
as one) the model has a major advantage regarding programmability,
as
least for programs with sufficient
slack. In that case the memory and
communication
management
required to implement a virtual shared
memory can be achieved with only a
constant factor loss in processor utilization. The constants needed in the
simulations are known to be small,
except in the case that concurrent accesses are made with high levels of
concurrency to each of many single
locations simultaneously.
We note
that existing machines have higher
values of g than is ideal for a BSP
computer. The arguments of this article can be interpreted as saying that
if the relative investment in com-

munication hardware were suitably
increased, machines with a new level
of programmability
would be obtained. We note that for certain programs in which automatic memory
allocation is useful,the effective value
of g can be made smaller than the
physical value by exploiting locality
and viewing the computation
at a
higher level of granularity. For example, in finite element methods the virtual memory can be regarded as
partitioned
into segments, each of
which is to be stored in a single
memory component. The number of
computation steps per segment may
then greatly exceed the number of
nonlocal memory accesses.
The second kind of argument
given in this article is that several important algorithms can be implemented directly on this model. Such
an implementation
avoids the overheads of automatic memory management and may exploit the relative
advantage in throughput
of computation over communication
that
may exist.
The third argument is that the
BSP model can be implemented efficiently in a number of technologies.
We illustrate this by giving an efficient simulation on a hypercube network as well as on a model suggested
by optical communication.
We note,
however, that the BSP model is not
particularly
associated with any one
technology or topology. The only requirement on the router is a certain
level of communication
throughput,
however achieved. Clearly, the promise of optical technologies looks attractive in the BSP context. 0
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